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ABSTRACT
Jr number of research studies have shown that the

factors important to academic achievement are time allocated to
instruction, the amount of time students actively engage in learning,
and the degree of success they experience while learning. To put this
into practice, personnel with the Mid-continent Regional Educational
Laboratory (McREL) have pulled together findings from a variety of
studies and developed a workshop series to present the findings to
local educators. The topics covered depend on the requirements of the
schools involved. tor example, one way to improve learning is to help
teachers develop effective strategies for operating their classrooms
during the first few days of school. The workshops begin by having
teachers and administrators calculate the amount of time they devote
to instructional activities during the typical school day, their
students' engagement rates, and their success rates. Then they decide
what areas to target for improvelent.' The McREL workshop series
offers teachers and adminittratots a researlh-based foundation on
which to build a total school improvement effort. It provides tools
for assessing current practices as well as strategies for improviog
building and classroom management and student testing procedureiV
(Author /MLF)
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Free
The
Teacher

4,

Laboratoly helps
educators break the bonds
that restrict their teaching
time.
by Maryil.Saily
Mary Sally is editor of Educational R&D

Report

Everyone knows that student
achievement is directly related to the
amount of time teachers devote to
instruction, right?

But, as most teachers realize, raising
achievement isn't as simple as increas-
ing the amount,of time allocated to a
subject.Recent research studies, in fact.

have revealed a more complex rela-
tionship betweenlinstructional time
and student learning. The most
noteworthy is the Risdirming Teacher
Evaluation Study (BYES), described in
the Fall 1979 issue of Educational R&D

Report.
The study showed that besides the

timeallocated to instruction, two other
factors are important to achievement:
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the amount of time students actively
enga0 in learning, and the degree of
success they experience while learning.

To increase student achievement, the
study suggested. teachers must:

make good use of time allocated to
instruction;
increase the percentage of time that
students engage in learning; and

D ?sure that students spend more
than half their time working on
tasks that provide high success.

Itanslating this -formula for success-
into practice, unfortunately. isn't easy.
But approximately 100 schools work-
ing with Mid - continent Regional Edu-
cational Laboratory (McREL) are dem-
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onstrating that it can'be done.

Studies point way to success
"After the RTES results came out,
many educators in our laboratory's
region asked us to help them translate
the findings into practical steps for
improving teaching and learning," says
C. Larry Hutchins. deputy director of
McREL. "We began this task by taking
a look at what research has to say
about increasing Academic Darning
Tune."

Academic Learning Time. or ALT. is
the term researchers at Far West Labo-
ratory coined to deccribe the amotn
of time students spetid engaged in an-

.,

academic tasirthat ttey can perform

6

ti

with a high degree of succed. The
more time students spend actively en-
gaged in such tasks, the more Mei
learn.

We found thatirany research
studies on classroom conditions and
student learning offer clues about how
to increase at least one component of
ALT." Hutchitlf continues. "Inter-
ertingly enough. most of thee studies
come from the regional laboratories
and university-based ard centers."

One example is research conducted
by Carolyn Ev.Ason and colleagues at
the R&D Center for Ti ;cher Education
at the University of Texas. These.
researchers spent thousands of hours

observing differences between effective
,and ineffective teachers. A major find-
ing was that teachers set the tone for
the entire year during the first days of
schwl.

"itachers who immediately establish
and teach classrodM rules run classes
in which more time is devoted to
instruction throughout the year."
Hutchins notes. "Obviously, then, one
way to improve learning is,to 'help
teachers deVelop effective strategies for
operating their classrooms during the
first few days of school."

After.searching for similar clues on
how to increase ALT. Hutchins and his
colleagues pulled together findings
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from a variety-of such studies and
developed a workshop series in which
to present them to local educators. -

Educators like It
How the workshops are put together
and just whichlopics are tovered.
though, depend on the requirements of
the schools involved. That's one of the
features that appeals to local educators.

'What I appreciate most 'is that a lot
of good information is included, but
we can pick what we're-ready for." says
Jim Meszaros. principal of Meadow-
brook Elementary School in Rapid City,
S.D. He and a team of teachers from
his school participked in a workshop
series that began early in 1981.

"The McREL staff assume that parti-
cipants are professionals with skills," he
continues. "No one is saying 'We've got ; I

the answers and here's what you have
to do.' Instead, the attitude is 'Here's
some information that you can apply
to make your school better.'

"With this approach, we can pick
"'and choose, and build onstvhat we've
already got.-

One area that Mesiaros and his team
. targeted for improvement was the way
teachers manage their classeS during 4i`

'the first days of school. Prior to the
opening of theschool year, the team

r

arrahgec a day-long inservice for the
entire school staff based on the re-

4-search they had learned about earlier,
igi.;from McREL. The workshop incorpo-

rated specific Arategieslor teaching Nor ;

classroom Riles to simicius and manag-
mg instruction and behavior during the I

i::r tl,first days of school. e

. '14e.tt $-
Mesraros claims a dear success for

his staff.
;During the first three weeks of

school, every one of my 28 staff
members commented on how
smoothly their classes were going
compared to previous years." he
reports.

He also notes that during this time
period only one student was refernel to
the office because of a discipline pibb-;
lem. "Now that's unusual in a school of
656 kids." he adds,

We don't have statistical proof that
improving the way we've run clasies
during these first weeks has resulted in
an immediate increase in-our student's
ALT," he continues. "But we believe it
wfn. There's simply more time for
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instruction. We're now a month into
the school year. And our judgment is
that we're three weeks ahead of where
we were-ar this time last year."

Schobis undertake improvements
The McREL workshops thus help
to hers and administrators increase

T. Before they can begin, though,
school staff members need to know
nisi where they now stand.

We begin by giving participants a
means of looking at themselves and
their students," explains Hutchins.
"Participants calculate the amount of
time they devote to instructional ac-
tivities during 'he typical school day.
They learn how to observe one
anther's classroomsio determine the
percentage of time students are en-
gaged in learning. And they analyze
student success rates on different types
of assignments for-each subject matter
area.

These written assessments are ac-
tually modifications of some of the
questionnaires and observation proce-
dures developed: tested and refined by
the BTES researchers. McREL staff
analyze the results and mum, the
-scores" to individual teachers or for-
mulate a composite score for the school
as a whole. ;7;

Once teacheri and administrators
have a fix on the time they devote to
instruction, their students' engagement
rates and their success rates, they can
deade what areas to target for im-
provement. The rest of the workshop
presents strategies in three areas
classroom management, building man-
agement and student testing thato
can contribute to increased ALI

Covering all these areas might seem
like too big a job for a workshop.
Actually, though, the McREL workshop
series is really a school improvement
process that typically involves four
one-day cessions spread over a period
of several months. Between each ses-
sion, participants carry out
"homework' assignments in their.
schools.

The workshop series is generally
conducted for a school district orsgroup
of schools,within a district. Each par-
ticipating School sends to he workshop
a team of the principal and two or
three teachers; a central office staff
member is.also involved.

"Teachers; of course, play the pn-
-mary role in increasing students'4.1:Tt
says Hutchins. But research on sillool
Improvement shows that central office
support and principal leadership are
also essential."

Principals are particularly important.
They are responsible for ensuring chat
their team carries out the improvement
effort for their building. This means
developing a Wray of sharing knowl-
edge gained at the workshop sessions
with the ;est of the school staff.
Equally important, some improvement
strategies, such as ways to decrease
student disruptions, must be initiated
building-wide to be successful.

'130ealicig with behavior problems
robs teachers of valuable instructional
time and is responsible for low ALT in
many classrobms," says Hutchins. "Yet
discipline is not just a classroom con-
cern. Principals, and even parents,
,often become involvN in the discipli-
nary process. To ensure that unaccept-
able behavior is handled consistently
and effectively, it is critical to imple
ment a school -wide policy. Everyone
shiluld know what the rules are and
how they're enforced."

Climate for learning key
Hutchins goes on to point out that
discipline is just one aspect of a school's
climate that may affect ALT.

"A recent study from England,proves
that what school a student goes to and
what goes on at that school does
matter," he says. The study is called
15 ono Hours because that's approxi-
mately the amount of time a student
spends in Britain's schools.

According to Hutchins, the study is
important because it rejected the usual
measures of a school's success, such as
the amount of money Spent, the num-
ber of books in the library and the

"academic degrees the teachers hold.
Instead, the researchers looked at such -
factors as:

O the amount of emphasis placed on
academics;

O the consistency with which com-
mon goals were shared by teachers
and communicated to students;

O teachers' engagement in student
learning;

O appropriate use of rewards; and
It. degree to which students partic-
ipated and shared responsibility.

6

-.Schools that did well on all these
dimensions of schooling ploduced stu-
dents with much higher academic
achievement, fewer discipline problerhs
and better attendance," says Hutchins.

Based on the study, McREL staff
have constructed an "Academic Indi-
cators Survey" that helps educators
foam on those characteristics and con-
dition's that the study says have the
greatest impact on student achieve-
ment. The survey is completed by all
the staff of schools that participate in
the McREL workshop series.

El, of the 28 items in the survey
allows s'talf to rate the degree to which
a particular characteristic is true for
their school, And for each item &list of
"evidence" provides a concrete basis for
making judgments. A sample charac-
teristic is "Disruptions of classroom

...Instructional time are minimized." One
of five nieces of evidence is: "Noise
level the hall are low." Staff fnem-
tiers not only rate the cf4racteristic but
check the pieces of evidince they

kanisider most important. Space is pro-
vided for adding other indicators.

"The survey results give schools a
valid basis for deciding which areas to
tackle first," says Hutchins. "If a high
percentage of staff says student disrup-
tions are a big problem, for instance,
well, that's hard to ignore."

Class management affects ALT
Although the McREL workshop series.
aims at school-wide improvement,
many of the activities focus on the
classroom because that's where most
learning actually occurs.

"The way classrooms are organized
and managed," says Hutchins, "deter- -
mines not only the amount of time
available for instruction but whether
kids successfully engage in learning.
Several research and development
projects offer strategies for streamlining
and improving classroom organization.
and increasing student motivation."

"A good example of the latter," he
continues, Is Student Team Learning,
a program developed and tested by the
Center for Social Organization of
Schools at Johns Hopkins University.
This program encourages kids to tutor
one another, increases their involve-
ment in learning, and raises achieve-
ment levels."

Information about such strategies is
presented in the workshops. Topics
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include ability grouping of students,
whole-class instruction vs. independent
work, motivational techniques, reward
systems, strategies fur dealing.with
discipline probleMs, and the relaglAn-
ship between achievement and
teachers' expectations of students.

Research conducted by McREL's staff
*m, ows, for instance, that students get
off task during independent learning
easier than during whale-class
instruction.

"But indepYndent learning shouldn't
be abandoned just because it can result
in kids goofing off." states Hutchins-----"
In fact. teachers can use independent
Ihrning activities to meeLindividual
needs and improve the amount of
success students expenence, provided
they help kids stay on task."

Materials developed at Far West
Laboratory. he explains, spell out ways
to help students of different ages re-
main on task while'working alone.
Suggestions include explaining to stu-
dents what independent learning
means; defining rules for working
alone; clarifying what's to be learned:
identifying and discussing problems
that might arise; setting up routines for
when students are finished with their
tasks; developing in students the ex-
pectation of a delayed teacher-response
to their work: and evaluating with
students their success at independent
learning.

"In other words, teachers need to
recognize that children must be taught
to work axone," say; Hutchins. "And
teachers must treat independentkarn-
ing as serious business. If they do, their
students will, too."

Testing procedures questioned
Besides covering both building-level
and classroom management strategies
for increasing students' ALT, the work-
shop incorporates information on
testing.

"Schools are traditionally judged
through students' performance on tests
usually nationally normed, stan-
dardized tests," says Hutchins. "But a
lot of evidence suggests that
standardized-test results are a poor
indicator of school success."

Hutchins explains that a recent
analysis by the Institute for Research
on Teaching at Michigan State Univer-
sity has Shown that 30 to 40 percent of
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the items on leading tests are not
covered by major commercial
textbooks at the same grade level. Yet
teachers are guided primarily by the
textbooks they use.

If schools jntend to improve student
achievement by increasing ALT, they
need to take a second.look at the way
students are evaluated," he says. "Its
not possible to have a clear picture of a
school's effectiveness unless tests cover
what's taught."

Of course. teachers and building-
level administrators generally find it
impossible to develop alternative
evaluation systems. Such changes
usually require district-wide action,
which can take several years.

"Instead of developing a new testing
procedure," Hutchins notes, "school
staff must often make the best Of 'whim
they have-and increase its validity for
measuring what they're teaching' So
our workshop participants learn how
to assess the content of rests. how to
make sure that what they're teaching a
conforms to what they're testing, and
how to improve theirestudents' test-

;staking skills."

Junior high principal foramen's
The McREL workshop series thus ohers
teachers and administrators a solid,
research=basedfoundation on,which to
build a total school improvement el-
fort. it provides tools for assessing
current practices as well as strategies
for improving building management.
classroom management and student
testing procedures.

Although this approach to improve-
ment js most applicable to elementary
schools, some secondary schools have
participated as well.

"Not all the research knowledge
prclented is applicable to all the :abject
areas taught in junior high," says Vince
Henderson, principal of South Junior
High in Rapid City, S.D. "But it's
extremely valuable for subjects like
English, social studies. reading and
math.

SoS frie of our teachers have changed
their entire teaching format based on
what they've learned," he continues.
"And even those who haven't found
the research partictilarly applicable io
their subjectindustrial arts teachers.
for instancehave reported that
they've applied certain techniques to
their situation."

Henderson comments on the McREL
improvement strategy.'Often such
workshops offer a lot of theory. Nat so
with McREL staff. They spell out good,
practical applications."

According to-Hutchins, these com-
ments are consistent with what other
participants'say. "Evaluations of the
workshops show that educators believe
they:re an effect've approach to school
improvement. We hop to further
prove the process works through a
formal field test witlithe Mapleton
School 'District north of Denver," he
adds. This year, McREL staff are con-
ducting a research project with six
schools in the Mapleton area to deter-
mine how the workshop series affects
teacher behavior and student
achievement.

You can participate
The Mapleton and Rapid City teams
are among more than 100 that will
have started or completed the work-
shop series by4he end of the 1981-82

-school year. The teams come from
schools in the region served by McREL.
WPth offices in Kansas City and Den-
ver, McREL is a regional laboratory
that works primarily with schools in
seven states:. Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota.
south Dakota and Wyoming. However,
McREL staff are willing to conduct the
school improvement workshops for
who ols in other states on a cost-
recovery basis.

Typically, this would first involve
discussions that might lead to a half-
day awareness workshop for a group of
schools or an entire district. After the
awareness session, school and district
staff would decide whether or not to
proceed. The Workshop can he
packaged to meet different local
requirements.

Much'of the research covered in the
workshop has been reported in the
Summer 1981 issue of Noteworthy, a
mapirine produced by McREL for dis-
tribution in its region. Single copies are
available for $3.

To order a copy of Noteworthy or to
find out more about the workshop
series contact Hutchins, deputy di-
rector of the Miu-continent Regional
Educational Laboratory 1800 Pontiac
Ave , Denver, CO 80220: 303/399-
111.1*-.


